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Evaluation of methods for loading and 

processing of measurement data in Oracle 

Abstract 

Sigma Solutions maintains a system for a Swedish electric power supplier that is responsible for 

collecting and processing measurement data from different meter points in households. It 

receives data from several smaller systems collecting data in the country. This central system 

that Sigma Solutions developed currently has insufficient performance and can barely handle 

today’s volume of data. Furthermore there is desire to increase the frequency of measurement, 

which would heavily increase the volumes of data processed by the system.  

 

The system has an Oracle database where all the data is persisted. With this roughly 35 

transactions per seconds is achieved, regarded as far too low The questions in focus for this 

thesis is what aspects in Oracle and in the applications flows can affect performance and what 

kinds of techniques that might be applied to increase the performance of the system. Hardware 

is discussed in this paper but no tests were conducted on the same hardware as the production 

system and none to see how hardware affects the performance. 

 

A prototype based on the original system was developed and different techniques were tested to 

see how these affected performance. This thesis also describes tools that can be used to find and 

adjust performance problems in Oracle as well as features and parameters that can be utilized 

for different situations when building applications. 

 

The initial version of the prototype system managed only to process one transaction per second. 

But by testing and evaluating different techniques for reading, updating and saving data in 

Oracle as well as how data should be processed in the application one version of the system 

could manage over 5000 transactions per second.  

  



 

  

Utvärdering av metoder för laddning och 

bearbetning av mätdata i Oracle 

Sammanfattning 

Sigma Solutions förvaltar ett system för en svensk elleverantörs räkning som har som uppgift att 

samla in och bearbeta mätdata från avläsningar från el- och värmemätare i hushåll. Systemet får 

data från flera mindre system ute i landet. Det centrala systemet ifråga, som Sigma även 

utvecklat, har i nuläget otillräcklig prestanda och klarar knappt av nuvarande mängd data. Det 

finns även önskemål om att öka frekvensen av mätningar, vilket skulle mångdubbla den mängd 

data som strömmar genom systemet.  

 

Systemet har en Oracle databas där all data sparas. Med denna kan cirka 35 transaktioner per 

sekund åstakommas av systemet vilket anses otillräckligt. Den här rapporten hade som 

frågeställning vad som, i Oracle och applikationens process, påverkar prestanda och vad för 

sorts tekniker man eventuellt kan applicera för att öka prestandan i systemet. Hårdvara 

diskuteras i denna rapport, men inga tester gjordes på samma hårdvara som produktionssystemet 

och inga tester utfördes för att verkligen se påverkan av olika hårdvara. 

 

Ett prototypsystem med det ursprungliga systemet som grund togs fram och olika tekniker 

testades för att kunna se hur dessa påverkade prestanda. Den här rapporten beskriver även olika 

verktyg som kan användas för att hitta och åtgärda prestandaproblem i Oracle samt olika 

koncept och parametrar i Oracle som kan användas vid olika situationer när man skriver system.  

 

Den första versionen av prototypsystemet klarade endast av en transaktion per sekund. Men 

genom att testa olika tekniker för att läsa, uppdatera och spara data i Oracle samt hur data skulle 

bearbetas i applikationen kunde en version av prototypen behandla över 5000 per sekund. 
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Introduction 
In this chapter, we will be taking a closer look at the problem at hand and set the tone 

for the rest of the thesis. This will make the reader understand the problem definition 

and how we will approach it. 

Problem background 
Since the birth of the computer, our technological progress has made advances at an astounding 

rate. Alongside Moore’s law, an observation that the quantity of transistors in a CPU will 

double each 18 months, other aspects of the computer have made improvements as well – disk 

capacity, memory size and more. This has enabled us to use the most common tool for storing 

data in an ordered fashion, the database, to store more and more data. In modern systems today 

data is usually never thrown away and even the most detailed information remains stored for 

several years.  

 

As data traffic and volumes continue to grow, we also see a bigger need to store statistics and 

measurements from business activities. We use these storage facilities to aid us in decision 

making, billing, organizational structure and more. But as data volumes keep growing, we need 

an efficient and scalable method for loading and storing data as well as retrieving it. If the 

system does not scale and don’t provide enough throughput, it will crumble and grind to a halt 

when the load and volumes steadily increase. 

Purpose and Aim 
The purpose of this thesis, for the commissioner Sigma Solutions AB, is to investigate the use 

of an Oracle database to perform validation, processing and loading of data measurements. With 

the results presented they will be able to understand impacts of different design choices and 

approaches available when constructing a data intensive system. 

 

The aim is to conclude different approaches that can be used to achieve the above tasks, to 

evaluate and compare them, hopefully coming to a conclusion of a favorable method. The thesis 

will describe different aspects and variables available for use in our scenario, describing their 

advantages and disadvantages, making it possible for implementers to make decisions based on 

their different needs. 

 

It is the employer’s hope that this thesis will lay a foundation for future decision making when 

designing systems with similar characteristics using an Oracle database. 

Delimitations 
This thesis will not describe a generic scenario but instead one which is in compliance to the 

requirements set at Sigma Solutions AB. Therefore database schema design, measurement data 

and their validation tests as well as processing steps will be heavily influenced by Sigma 

Solutions AB. 

 

Software is limited to the use of the Oracle database 11g release 1 on a virtual machine with 

Windows Server 2008 and for connectivity the Microsoft .NET with ODP.NET. 
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Impact of hardware will not be measured directly neither will different database architecture 

setups. The implementation will be limited to a dedicated database on a virtual dedicated server. 

Problem definition 
This thesis will study a system developed by Sigma Solutions to gather and process data from 

electricity meters (actually, electric energy meters) in households. The system’s purpose is to 

calculate the electricity consumption of a household and also determine if that value is 

reasonable for the time period and past consumption pattern. The data is gathered from different 

systems twice a day, every 12
th
 hour, and consists of, among others, identification numbers, 

several timestamps (e.g. when reading was extracted), the actual digits of the meter reading and 

what kind of product that this meter is measuring. Several steps are taken when loading the data 

to make sure that the data seems to be correct before saving it to the database. Data from well 

over 1 million different meters are processed and persisted in this system every day. The 

amount of connected meters is increasing each year and there is a desire to increase the 

frequency of readings to once each hour. 

 

As the current system seems incapable of coping with this increase in data volume Sigma 

Solutions arrived to these question formulations: 

 What methods can be used to load data into an Oracle database? 

 What are the differences between the data loading methods? 

 Which methods can be used to achieve validation of data? 

 Which aspects of the Oracle database have impact on performance for the application? 

 

Outline 
This thesis will first introduce the subject and database theory, focused on Oracle system, which 

is necessary to fully grasp the later material in this thesis. After the background is presented a 

chapter on the system design of the current system is presented and what parts will be focused 

on when building up a prototype of the system to perform tests on. Later, implementation details 

are walked through and analyzed in correlation with the introductory theory chapters. This 

chapter will also describe the different tests and implementation variants used in getting the 

results. The following chapters will present the result and analyze them, resulting in a 

discussion section. Finally this thesis presents additional possibilities that fell outside of the 

scope of this report but still might be applicable in certain scenarios to achieve an even better 

performing system. 
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Theory 
This chapter gives a short introduction to databases in general. It also describes more 

in depth the Oracle database architecture, including performance aspects and tools. It 

also describes the .NET connectivity ODP.NET and the procedural language PL/SQL 

used when implementing the prototype. 

 

Introduction 
A database is a program that makes it possible to store and access data. A database often models 

a part of the world, most common a part of a company and its business. One important aspect of 

and database is that this data is persistent, i.e. it will be stored on disk. A database often, but not 

always, has a schema which is an explicit description of the data that can be stored in the 

database. 

 

Many software programs use a database in the background today. The most common database 

model is the relational database. It’s a flexible model which simply means that data is stored in 

tables. These tables have columns and rows. One row represents one logical entity of the type 

that the table represents and each column is an attribute of the row. Tables can be linked to each 

other by relationships. These concepts enable the developer to develop solutions to many 

different kinds of problems which makes the relational database a powerful and flexible 

software. Some of the more popular databases include Oracle, PostgreSQL, IBM DB2, MySQL 

and SQL Server. [1] 

 

A database is an exceedingly complex piece of software. Relational databases have existed for a 

long time and things such as query plans, query optimizers and other techniques have been 

invented to steadily increase the performance of databases. Despite all of this achieving high 

performance will not always be easy. It might be so that a solution that seems sound and elegant 

design wise can have disappointing performance. For example, data might be accessed, 

unforeseen, in a way that disables caching or accessing of tables in an incorrect order which 

increases disk accesses unnecessarily and degrades performance. Testing the actual problem 

application is the best way to achieve high performance in software that requires it.  

Oracle 

Background and history 

The Oracle Corporation is one of the largest software businesses in the world. It was founded in 

1977 by Larry Ellison, Bob Miner and Ed Oates [2]. The Oracle database is one of the core parts 

of Oracle and is as of writing up to the eleventh iteration. As of 2010 it has a commanding lead 

in the RDBMS (Relational Database Management System) market with a 48% share [3].  

Architecture 

To understand the inner workings of the Oracle database, it is important to have a firm grasp of 

the fundamental building blocks that make up the database. 

Data blocks, extents and segments 

The primary means of data allocation in the Oracle database are data blocks, extents and 

segments. The data block is a logical unit, which in turn consists of a set of blocks as addressed 

by the system blocks. These blocks correspond to a set of bytes on the physical level – the disk 
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[4]. As the data block is the smallest unit of storage in the Oracle Database, all read requests 

made by the database are made for multiples of data blocks [5]. 

 

The next logical unit is called extent. An extent is a contiguous set of data blocks within a data 

file [4]. 

 

A segment is an Oracle object, such as a table, that requires space in the database. This segment 

in turn comprises of a set of extents. When more space is needed for the particular segment, 

Oracle allocates a new extent to the segment [5]. 

 

The relation between data blocks, extents and segments are illustrated in the figure below (see 

figure 1). 

 
Figure 1 - Relation between Segment, Extent and Data block 

 

Tablespaces and datafiles 

Logically Oracle stores all data in tablespaces. This means that, among others, all the tables and 

indexes are stored in a tablespace. A tablespace is under the hood divided into segments 

corresponding to each object, for instance a table. A tablespace may span over several data files.  

 

Physically, Oracle stores the data in so called data files. In contrast to tablespaces, these actually 

exist on disk. A single data file may only belong to one tablespace [4]. 
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This structure of logical and physical space means that we easily can spread our objects over 

several disks. This is also possible without affecting queries, as we still have the logical 

tablespace, which is the interface towards the user [5]. 

The undo and temporary tablespaces 

There are two special kinds of tablespaces: undo and temporary table spaces. The undo 

tablespace stores the undo data generated by transactions modifying data blocks. The undo 

concept will be explained in detail later in this chapter. The undo tablespace determines how 

much undo data we can store and for how long it will be retained before overwritten [5]. 

 

The temporary tablespace is a tablespace each user has that the database can use when data 

cannot be held in memory alone due to its size. One situation where this can happen is when 

Oracle is performing a large sort operation or trying to materialize a result set in memory. 

 

If desired, it is possible to configure any tablespace to auto expand when needed using the 

AUTOEXPAND ON option on the tablespace. 

Dedicated, shared and clustered servers 

The Oracle database allows us to employ several different architectural, on a macro-level, 

decisions that may affect scalability and performance. 

 

A dedicated server is the most common configuration for connecting to an Oracle database, 

especially for smaller systems. With this configuration, every new session connecting to the 

database spawns a new process, dedicated solely to the session. This process will execute and 

handle all incoming requests from the user. This means that for every user connecting, a new 

process will have to take up resources, eventually leading to a system overload. The main 

disadvantage with a dedicated server is its inability to handle many concurrent users when the 

system is overloaded. The advantages of a dedicated server are the ease of setup and debugging, 

but it generally also exhibits the best performance as long as no system overload occurs [6]. 

 

A shared server, in contrast to a dedicated server, has a limited amount of processes that user 

sessions share. Instead of directly communicating with a dedicated process, like in the dedicated 

server setup, users communicate with a dispatcher. The dispatcher uses queues to place requests 

and fetch responses. Any available shared process then handles the request [7]. The main 

advantages with a shared server are that it will be more scalable for many users. Since it is 

possible to control the quantity of processes users can consume more users are able to share 

hardware capacity compared to a dedicated setup. In a dedicated setup, one additional user 

would potentially crash the system if the load is at maximum, whereas in a shared setup the 

same amount of resources would be consumed for the extra user. However, if the hardware can 

handle the maximum number of users in a dedicated server it will be faster than a shared one 

considering that the requests does not have to use the dispatcher queue [6]. 

 

Clustered, RAC (Real application clusters). A cluster is a set of independent computers working 

together but still appearing to be one for the user or client. Using RAC we can have several 

servers, called nodes, internally working with one database [8]. This implies that we can achieve 

a high grade of availability and scalability, since if a server fails we still have access to the 

database. All nodes except one could be down without the user noticing [4]. RAC can be 

described as a technique similar to what RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks) is for 

disk, a way to achieve transparent redundancy [6]. 
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Oracle Instance 

The Oracle instance is the logical layer over the physical database, providing the software and 

processes needed to handle requests and responses against the database. The Oracle instance has 

a tight connection with the physical database. 

Structure of the Oracle instance: 

The Oracle instance consists of a number of processes, a system global area (SGA) that is 

shared among all processes and a private global area (PGA) for each server process. 

 

The SGA consists of three main areas: the shared pool, the database buffer cache and the redo 

log buffer. 

 

The shared pool is a structure that is used to cache and share parsed SQL statements and 

procedures among users. Parsing is an expensive task so being able to reuse an already used 

statement saves precious resources and improves performance. A Least Recently Used 

algorithm (LRU) is used for managing the cache, but it is possible to manually pin the object to 

the cache to ensure its presence in shared pool. Additionally the shared pool is also used to 

cache metadata about the database and its contents [4]. 

 

The database buffer cache is used to cache retrieved data blocks from the database. When a 

process requests a data block it looks in the buffer cache. If it is found it is instantly returned, 

otherwise it results in an I/O operation retrieving the data block from the disk, also called a 

cache miss. I/O operations are one of the slowest to execute, therefore minimizing these will 

deliver better performance [4].  

 

The buffer cache also uses the LRU algorithm to determine which data blocks to keep in 

memory. Before a data block can be inserted into the cache the Oracle process searches for a 

free buffer. All dirty buffers (blocks that have been modified) are moved to a dirty list waiting 

to be written to disk [9]. 

  

Redo Log Buffer: The redo log buffer caches redo information to be written to disk. This avoids 

Oracle to constantly being forced to write to the redo logs [4]. 

 

Instance processes: 

There are a handful processes in an Oracle instance. We will describe two of them. 

 

Database writer (DBWR): This process writes modified data blocks in the dirty buffers to the 

data files. There can be up to ten DBWR processes in a single instance. 

 

Log Writer (LGWR): The log writer writes redo information to the specified redo files. This 

redo information is located in the redo buffer. When a transaction is committed the log writer is 

invoked in order to make the redo permanent [4]. 

Program Global Area (PGA): 

The PGA contains information for each server process. It contains information such as 

temporary variables and information about cursors. Cursors details about execution of SQL 

statements like quantity of rows retrieved so far and the progress of the execution. Reusing 

cursors can improve performance since reinitialization can be expensive. 
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The PGA also contains memory used to sort rows before returning them to the user. If there is 

not enough memory allocated to the sort area in the PGA, the sort has to partially use the disk 

significantly degrading performance. If the sort area is too large, exceeding the machines 

physical memory, the OS has to use virtual memory on the disk which also results in worse 

performance. This is called paging and swapping of memory [4]. 

Database concepts 

Segment space management  

Segment space management refers to how space is managed within a segment in the database. 

There are two primary options for segment space management: Automatic and manual. 

 

With the manual mode, there are several parameters that allow the database administrator to 

control how a segment will behave. Using Automatic Segment Space Management (ASSM) we 

can place this burden on the Oracle database itself.  

 

The parameters are the following: 

 PCTFREE (valid for automatic management as well) 

 PCTUSED  

 FREELISTS 

 FREELIST GROUPS 

 

A freelist is a structure used by Oracle to keep track of data blocks with available space that can 

be used for new data. When a process wants to, for instance, insert a new row into a table, it 

goes to the freelist and locates the first available data block which accepts new rows. It is 

possible to assign multiple freelists to a database object, making it possible for several processes 

to get access to free data blocks simultaneously. 

  

Freelist groups are collections of freelists. When freelists are used and blocks consumed, the 

lists need to be refilled with new fresh blocks that can be used for updating or inserting rows. 

This is handled by a master freelist. If blocks are consumed at a high rate from multiple 

freelists, the lists need to be refilled causing contention of the master freelist. By specifying 

several freelist groups, we get several master freelists that has responsibility for a certain 

amount of freelists for instance; two freelist groups with five freelists each [6]. 

 

The PCTFREE parameter controls how much space in a data block that can be used for new 

rows (inserts). If PCTFREE is set to 90, the block will remain on the freelist until 90 percent of 

the block’s space is filled. After that it is removed from the freelist. The remaining space is 

saved for updates of rows which can have a variable size. This parameter can be set even when 

ASSM is used [5]. 

 

PCTUSED controls when a data block should be placed on to the freelist again. If enough space 

is available in the data block – for example PCTUSED is set to 40 percent and occupied space 

in the data block falls below this – it will be placed on the freelist once again. 

 

ASSM let the database itself handle space segmentation. Available blocks are handled by 

bitmaps. In some systems though, manual configuration may lead to better performance but 

generally, ASSM is a suitable choice since it can be hard to know the correct values of the 

parameters above. Small tests indicate that ASSM holds up well to manual configuration [6] 

with the advantage of allowing the system itself to monitor if any adjustments are necessary for 

better performance. 
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Heap Tables 

A heap table is the most common database object. When speaking about a table in databases, 

this is referring to a heap table. In a heap organized table data insertions use the first free space 

located in the segment and as data is removed it becomes available for subsequent updates or 

inserts. Data is stored in a random fashion [6]. 

Clustered Tables 

It is possible to cluster several tables, physically locating related rows in the same data block.  

In heap tables, each table has its own extents and data blocks, completely separate from each 

other. If applications use a group of tables that are correlated and commonly joined together in 

queries we can use a cluster to pre join the tables by a shared column. The values for this shared 

column is only stored once for each all tables, instead of being duplicated across tables and rows 

like in regular heap tables. These advantages may decrease disk I/O and save storage space.  

 

Another variation of the clustered table group is the hashed table group. The regular cluster 

(B*Tree cluster) uses an index to maintain the cluster keys. A hash cluster uses a hash function 

to distribute the keys. In cases where data is fetched in the same order as it was inserted, the 

hashed cluster can save I/O operations by directly locating the data by hashing instead of having 

to read the index first [5]. 

 

One disadvantage with a cluster compared to regular heap tables is that since data needs to be 

stored in a shared area with all the related rows, Oracle has to determine where in the database 

the inserted row should be saved. In a heap table the database simply can save it wherever there 

is free space. This leads to faster insert performance in favor of the heap table. 

Index-Organized Tables 

An Index-Organized Table (IOT) is similar to a B*Tree cluster in that it physically stores data 

collocated by a key value. It is essentially a table stored in an index structure. An IOT may be a 

suitable choice for an association table, since we just need an index and no table to store the 

associations which would save space. 

 

IOT and clusters share many advantages, but the IOT is a better structure to use than a cluster if 

there is not so strict control over insertion of data. This is because data isn’t stored randomly but 

organized like in an index, where each row is inserted in a specific place. For the same reason, 

as with clusters, the insertion is slower than in a heap table. An IOT does not need a size 

parameter but overly wide tables may have issues because of overflow [6]. 

External Tables 

External tables were introduced in Oracle database 9i release 1. An external table makes a file 

on the operating system act as a read only table. They can be used to efficiently load and unload 

data into or from the database. External tables has a great deal of similarities to the SQL*Loader 

tool, which is described later, and in many situations external tables should be the preferred 

method over SQL*Loader. With external tables we have the whole functionality of the SQL 

language while loading unlike SQL*Loader which only has a subset. There is the ability to 

perform merges and join existing tables to the external table for lookups. Also, more complex 

operations in SQL*Loader like parallel loads and multi table inserts are easier to perform with 

external tables [10]. 

Partitioning 

Partitioning is a technique available in the Enterprise edition of Oracle database that enables us 

to split one logical table over several table partitions. There are a few different options on how 

the partitioning will take place, like by range; hash; list values.  
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Partitioning enables elimination of large sections of a table during searches but performance 

may actually be worse than a regular table if the query needs to search through several 

partitions.  

 

It is possible to remove a partition or add a partition instantly without affecting the other 

partitions. This makes it a fine choice for adding new data, as we can load the data in a new 

table and add it as a new partition [10]. 

Indexes 

How do we access a particular row in a table based on some criteria? One way to tackle the 

problem would be to perform a full table scan, i.e. look at each row in the table and see if our 

criteria will match the row. In databases we have a data structure called an index to help us 

retrieve rows faster. A scan of the index structure is faster than scanning the whole table. The 

index will contain a number of columns and is sorted. If a query we have constructed contains a 

search condition (parameter) based on one or several of the columns in the index the database 

can use it for better performance. The index has for each entry a pointer to the row in the table 

data structure called the ROWID which enables us to fetch the whole row quickly after we have 

located the desired key in the index. The ROWID will be explained in more detail later in this 

chapter. 

 

Since the index often is sorted in either an ascending or descending fashion it can make fetching 

rows based on a range of values or in a particular sort order particularly fast. The index can be 

unique which constrains the table so no two rows can have the same values as in the index. In 

general, if a column value is null that row will not be present in the index. This means that the 

index cannot be utilized in a query where nulls can be included in the result set. 

 

Indexes are a corner stone of relational database systems and are therefore a wide subject in its 

own. We will briefly look at few different types of indexes. 

 

The most common index type is a B*Tree index. The data is stored in a regular tree structure 

with all key/rowid value-pairs stored in the leaf nodes. Since the higher levels of the tree 

structure is fairly small it does not require many I/O operations to read the whole path to the 

leaf.   

 

One problem with the B*Tree index is that the tree can become unbalanced for tables where 

rows are inserted with an incremented value for the index column. One example could be for a 

surrogate key which has generated increasing values (1, 2, 3… etc.) or increasingly later date 

values. When this situation arises the most significant bits in the values stored rarely changes 

which makes the tree unbalanced and often needs to be rebuilt. A reverse key index can 

alleviate the problem by simply reversing the bits when storing them in the index. This makes 

the tree much more balanced and performance, as a result, increases.  

 

Another powerful possibility in the Oracle database is the function-based index. This is a 

regular index but instead of containing the value of some table column it contains the values 

resulting of some SQL function. When a query is based around the result of some function we 

can use the index directly instead of applying the function on each row to see if it matches our 

search criteria or not [4]. 

 

A regular index will not contain null values which mean that if the column can contain null 

values the index might not be usable when trying to retrieve a result for a query. The function-

based index is a simple way to include null values in an index. By applying a function to each 

value in the index that replaces the null value to some other value. Since the function removes 
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the null values all rows will be represented in the index. When using this technique it is 

important to make sure the value that replaces null cannot occur in the column normally. 

 

Even if indexes can make fetching rows substantially faster, there is a down side. The indexes 

have to be maintained along with the related table. So when a row is inserted, updated or deleted 

the indexes have to be modified as well. This makes performance degrade when modifying 

rows, especially when a large part of the rows in a table needs to be modified.  

Oracle performance 

Latches and locks: 

When different Oracle processes wish to gain access to a shared data structure in the Oracle 

instance there has to be some kind of protection from making it possible for two different 

processes accessing the same structure at the same time. For this purpose Oracle uses latches 

and locks. 

 

A latch is acquired by a process when it needs access to a shared data structure or shared 

memory allocation as well as serialization execution of critical code. A latch is only held for a 

very brief moment and usually uses low level atomic operations. If a process on a single CPU 

machine cannot hold a latch it will yield and sleep a while until trying again. On multi core 

machines the process will spin for a while until trying again. This is done because the latch can 

be held by a process on a different core and releasing the CPU is quite costly. If the process 

spins a number of times and still is not able to get a hold on the latch, the process will release 

the CPU. 

 

The above method is used when a process is trying to acquire a latch in the "willing to wait" 

mode, which essentially means that the process is willing to wait until it can hold the latch for 

itself. There is another mode that can be used - "no wait" or "immediate" mode - which is used 

when a process needs to obtain several latches at the same time. If a process were willing to 

wait while holding other latches, severe slowdown or deadlocks may occur. If the process 

cannot gain access to the latch in immediate mode, it will release all latches and recommence 

the next time [9]. 

 

Locks are used to ensure single access to structures and resources that may be held for a long 

time. The most common use is for database tables where different types of locks can be used. A 

row lock, depending on if it is shared or exclusive, will prevent other processes from accessing 

or manipulating the row. A table lock will do the same but for the whole table. Locks, unlike 

latches, use a queue system. When a process requests a lock but cannot obtain it, it is placed in a 

queue enabling an ordered sequence of access to the locked resource [9]. 

 

SQL Statement Parsing 

Before the actual SQL query is executed in the database, several steps are performed. One of 

these is a parsing of the statement. During the parsing step, the query is broken down into its 

core parts. Checks are made to ensure that the query is syntactically and semantically valid and 

subsequently the shared pool is checked for a matching SQL query. If a match is found it means 

that this particular query has been parsed before and cached. The expensive optimization step 

can be skipped and instead the query can be executed immediately. This is referred to as a soft 

parse. 

 

If no match can be found in the shared pool, the query needs to go through the cost-based 

optimizer. This optimizer uses statistics to generate many possible query execution plans and 
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chooses the, hopefully, optimal one. The query can then be executed. This is referred to as a 

hard parse. 

 

By using bind variables in queries, cached SQL statements can be reused independently of 

parameter values. In high-occurrence queries, this leads to few hard parses which in turn enables 

high scalability and performance. Bind variables also help in code readability and prevention of 

SQL injection attacks [6]. 

Parallel Queries 

Solving a problem in parallel means to break down the problem in small chunks and do each 

sub-problem at the same time. All solved sub-problems can then produce the result to the 

original problem. Since each sub-problem can be solved on a separate thread or core it should in 

theory be faster than serial processing. The Oracle database has the capacity to utilize the 

computer’s several cores when executing queries.  

 

Enabling parallel queries can make certain queries excel in performance, but it will drain more 

resources on the system. If executing a query in parallel drain 100 percent of the computers 

resources any more work would drain the system. This could cause a CPU or memory 

bottleneck if more background processes would start or users would login to the system. 

 

A query that is optimized and runs fast on one thread might not be eligible for parallel 

processing. The setup time for each thread or core (like setting up a new separate stack etc.) has 

an inherent overhead. This overhead needs to be smaller than the probable performance gain in 

order to consider parallel processing and an already fast running query will make the overhead a 

too large portion of the actual running time. 

Measuring tools 

In order to be able to conclude if one method is preferable to another, we need to have evidence 

in form of results from performance measurements. This section will describe different tools 

that can be used to collect measurement data and performance statistics. This data will assist us 

and be the foundation of our conclusions. 

EXPLAIN PLAN 

All SQL queries have an associated execution plan that the Oracle optimizer generates in order 

to figure the optimal way to fetch the resulting dataset.  

 

The query plan displays different steps Oracle will take in order to return the resulting data from 

the executed query. However, keep in mind that this plan is only an estimate. The actual plan 

Oracle uses might differ from the one displayed, even if they are similar in most cases. Here we 

can inspect if an index or table scan was used, how tables are joined and more. The optimizer in 

Oracle calculates different query plans, assigns all substeps in them a cost and chooses the query 

plan with the smallest cumulative cost. It is possible to examine each step’s cost and estimated 

quantity of returned rows (cardinality) and byte size. 

 

AUTOTRACE 

Autotrace is a feature that can be used to actually see how much work it took the database to 

execute a query. Autotrace provides its output in two different parts: a query plan and statistics. 

 

The query plan for the autotrace is simply an explain plan, so the query plan is identical to the 

estimation generated by that command. 
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The statistics mentioned gives information of different aspects of running our query. All have 

valuable information worthy to observe and analyze. Examples of statistics are how many sorts 

were made (both in memory and on disk), redo size generation, block read from the buffer 

cache, physical reads from datafiles and more. 

 

Autotrace is a quick and simple way to get a first impression on how a SQL query will perform. 

If it is necessary to investigate further on why performance might not be as high as desired it 

might be wiser to turn to a more potent tool. 

TKPROF 

When a more low level trace is needed to figure out the root to a poor performing SQL query 

we can enable a more detailed tracing in Oracle. A TKPROF report will give us more details 

regarding a query, including various statistics, the actual execution plan used and possible 

congesting wait events.  

 

After enabling tracing in the current session Oracle will write trace information to a trace file. 

TKPROF is the progam that transforms and formats the trace file to a readable form. TKPROF 

is a powerful tuning and troubleshooting tool and will suit most scenarios. 

Oracle Wait Interface 

In the older versions of the database (prior to 7.0.12) Oracle proposed a ratio-based method of 

measuring database performance. The most famous of these ratios is the buffer cache hit ratio. If 

customers complained about performance issues these ratios were checked and if one of them 

seemed off target various measures were taken to bring the ratio back up to the desired value. 

What these various actions were or what to do if the ratios all looked fine was difficult to 

answer, often leading to much guess work. The ratios were inadequate in finding out what 

definitely was the source of the performance problem.  

 

Oracle introduced the Oracle Wait Interface (OWI) in the 7.0.12 release which allowed 

administrators to actually see how much time different processes spent on various resources in 

the database. The OWI consists of a large amount of counters and sensor points in the Oracle 

kernel, measuring and recording events as they take place with an extremely low overhead [11]. 

Using these events makes it an easier task to diagnose a slow running Oracle process. By using 

a tool that presents events that the process spent time waiting for efforts can be concentrated to 

investigate the ones with the highest total wait time. More and more tools incorporate these 

event statistics like AUTOTRACE, TKPROF and more. Some of the events are recorded in the 

so called dynamic performance views, built in to Oracle, which allows manual examination of 

performance event statistics. It’s worth noting that a process will probably always display wait 

times for certain events. The question is if the wait times are reasonable or not, e.g. when 

performing heavy DML it would not be strange to see wait events for the disk. The question is if 

the wait time is reasonable or not and as mentioned earlier gives an indication on where to look 

for improvements. 

 

Here are some examples of interesting events that can be observed through the OWI: 

Buffer busy waits – This event indicates that the session wants to access a data block in the 

buffer cache that is currently in use by another session, either it is loading it into the buffer 

cache or it has modified it. 

 

DB file scattered read – This event occurs when an I/O request is issued to read multiple data 

blocks. This event most often occurs during full table scans and such. 
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DB file sequential read – Opposite to above, this is an I/O request for a single data block, 

typically an index access. 

 

SQL*net message from client – This indicates that the session is waiting for a message from 

the client to arrive. This often means that either the client application is waiting for user input or 

is processing something. If this event shows high wait times it may mean that the application is 

inefficient, at least that it most likely is not a database problem. 

 

Plenty more events are described in [11]. 

Dynamic performance views 

Oracle has numerous views built in that can be queried for statistical data. These are sometimes 

also referred to as X$ and V$ views. The V$ are a subset of the X$ views. They do not contain 

as much information but do in turn not require as much privileges to access them. One benefit 

of the dynamic performance views is that users of the database can access them without any 

external applications. 

 

These views contain a wide range of statistics and only a small subset of them will be 

mentioned here. The ones particularly interesting are v$sql are v$session_longops which 

presents valuable information of how all the executed SQL in the database has performed. The 

view v$session can also be used in conjunction with these to display which SQL query is run by 

which session. 

 

Using the v$sql view we can get many various statistics and numbers about all the SQL 

executed in the database. Some of the more interesting values include number of executions, 

number of parses of the statement, disk reads, buffer gets, several different wait times and cpu 

as well as elapsed time. Note that v$sql is updated after a query has executed except for long 

running queries that will be updated every 5 seconds.  

 

The v$session_longops lets you examine long running queries while they actually are running, 

unlike the v$sql view. Note that only queries that run for a relative long period of time will be 

shown in this view. This view can be helpful when trying to detect unwanted full table scans or 

fast full index scans [12]. 

Methods of Insertion 

SQL*LOADER 

SQL*Loader is a separate command line utility tool from the Oracle database provided by 

Oracle. The sole purpose of the tool is to import data from flat files into the database. 

SQL*Loader is a flexible tool which can handle multiple input files and load into multiple 

tables with various data types. It is also capable of parallel loads using direct or conventional 

path.  

 

In SQL*Loader, there are four different relevant files. One input file called Control file and 

three output files called Log file; Bad file and Discard file. The control file is used to specify 

parameters and variables defining how the load will commence, for example: location of input 

file, target tables and selection critera. The log file is used to log general information about the 

load for example names of files, error messages and summary information of the load. The bad 

file is used to log records that failed to load due to some database error like integrity constraint 

or lack of space. The discard file is used to log records that were discarded due to some 

selection criteria specified. 
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With SQL*Loader it is possible to use transactions, enabling rollback of uncommitted changes. 

It is also possible to validate data and transform data during the load with the use of SQL 

functions [13]. 

ODP.NET 
This chapter will introduce the primary .NET connectivity components to Oracle that are used 

for this thesis. Microsoft released .NET 1.0 in the beginning of 2002 and it is a framework to 

develop applications on the Windows platform. The framework provides strong interoperability 

with the underlying OS and has powerful utility libraries to ease development on Microsoft’s 

software. 

Background 

ODP.NET is developed by Oracle to provide fast data access via .NET. Besides fast 

performance, it allows us to utilize advanced features in the Oracle database such as Advanced 

Streams, Bulk Copy and much more [14]. This enables smooth integration of the Oracle 

database which provides stronger functionality than Microsoft’s counterpart SQL Server (2008 

edition at the time of writing) [15]. 

 

ODP.NET also comes with developer tools as an add-in for Microsoft Visual Studio which 

enables us to achieve faster and easier development. 

Architecture 

ODP.NET is built in compliance to Microsoft ADO.NET, which is the name for the database 

connectivity namespaces in the .NET library. With ADO.NET we get base classes providing 

common methods for several different providers [16]. 

 

ODP.NET is built on the OCI interface. OCI (Oracle Call Interface) is a low-level API used to 

access Oracle functionality. ODP.NET calls the OCI directly and skips additional layers like 

ODBC or OLEDB. This provides the developer with an elegant balance between ease of use and 

high performance [15]. 

 

Many powerful features are built in in ODP.NET, exposing the advanced features of the Oracle 

database to the .NET client developer. Below a few relevant features are described.  

Connection Pooling 

Like many resource connectivity libraries ODP.NET provides connection pooling. Opening and 

closing connection to the database is a relatively costly operation it should be avoided if 

possible. A common pattern is to have a pool of open connections to the database and when a 

process is required to communicate with the database, one of the open connections is borrowed 

from the pool. When the process is finished and wishes to close the connection, it is simply 

returned to the pool ready to be used by a different process. 

 

REF Cursors 

ODP.NET allows a .NET application to retrieve and utilize ref cursors from Oracle. A ref cursor 

is a direct reference to a result set in memory, making it immensely performant. Since it is a 

pointer it also is efficient to pass around between stored procedures [15]. 
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Fetch size 

Fetch size is a variable determining how many bytes that should be fetched from Oracle in each 

round trip. Determining and setting the fetch size when receiving data from Oracle makes it 

possible to reduce number of round trips between the client application and the database, 

potentially increasing performance. The larger fetch size, the more memory is needed to be 

allocated to store the temporary result set. 

Measuring tools 

To measure performance in ODP.NET and .NET in general, we are interested in our handling of 

connections and the general execution time of statements.  

 

If enabled, ODP.NET will publish a set of counters which allows us to track how our 

application handles its connections to the Oracle database. With these we can keep track of hard 

connects/disconnects (new database sessions), soft connects/disconnect (cached connection 

from pool) as well as statistics of the connection pools [15]. 

 

To measure execution time in .NET we will utilize a built in class called StopWatch 

(System.Diagnostics.StopWatch). This is a hardware based high resolution timer which enables 

us to measure elapsed time in seconds, milliseconds and such a fine granularity as machine 

ticks. These ticks depend on the support of the underlying hardware. To determine the precision 

of a tick we can use the Frequency property of the StopWatch class [17] [18]. 

Data Loading Methods 

There are four primary ways that can be utilized to load our Oracle database using ODP.NET.  

 Insert values statement with variable binding 

 Insert statement with Array binding 

 Insert using a PL/SQL procedure with associative arrays 

 Using the built-in bulk copy class 

Array binding, associative arrays and bulk copy uses different kinds of collections in Oracle. 

Insert values statement with variable binding 

This approach involves using the basic insert statement provided in the SQL language. Each 

insert call will be processed separately, making one call to the SQL engine, inserting the 

provided data into a data block with available space. This data block will either be located on 

the freelist or, if the APPEND hint is utilized, taken from above the high water mark in which 

case the data block will be a completely empty one.  

 

When the session commits the changes made, the inserts will be flushed and written to disk.  

 

As discussed previously, variable binding is important in order to skip the costly parsing step of 

the SQL query. With variable binding, one the first occurrence of the statement will result in a 

hard parse, provided the saved parse data isn’t flushed from the cache. 

Insert statement with Array binding 

Instead of just sending one set of values for the insert statement, wasting precious resources in 

the round trip to the database, it is possible to do a bulk operation in conjunction with the insert 

statement. This makes it possible to send an array of values directly to the SQL engine, resulting 

in a large number of insert statements being performed in one single database call [15]. 

Insert using a PL/SQL procedure with associative arrays 

An associative array is also known as a symbol table, dictionary or map in other languages. It’s 

a collection of (key, value) pairs [19]. 
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The method of using the PL/SQL arrays is similar to the method mentioned above. The main 

difference is that the use of associative arrays does not go directly to the SQL engine, but 

instead goes through the PL/SQL engine. In worst case, it will subsequently send each insert 

statement to the SQL engine one at a time. This leads to worse performance but let’s you 

employ the powerful PL/SQL language for processing. Performance can be maximized by using 

bulk processing, which is described in the next section. 

 

Using the built-in bulk copy class 

The class OracleBulkCopy provided by the ODP.NET libraries works in a similar way as the 

SQL*Loader tool. This bypasses the SQL engine completely, performing direct-path inserts 

directly into the data blocks. While this can result in a performance boost, it can have 

disadvantages to not have the ability to use the SQL language. For example, it is not possible to 

directly use sequences from the Oracle database with this kind of bulk insert. 

 

PL/SQL 
PL/SQL is the primary database programming language for the Oracle database. It stands for 

Procedural Language extensions to the Structured Query Language and was introduced in order 

to supplement the SQL language and provide a more complete language [19]. 

Background 

Since SQL is the standard language used in relational databases Oracle decided to build their 

own procedural language on top of that. PL/SQL integrates tightly with SQL making it possible 

to use all its functionality, both statically and dynamically. With PL/SQL we are not only able 

to perform data querying and manipulation but have access to conditions, loops, error handling 

and more. PL/SQL gives us high performance with high productivity and portable code between 

systems as well [20]. 

Data Loading Methods 

In PL/SQL we use the regular SQL language to perform inserts. However, there are a few more 

options that can alter the way an insert works. Besides the topics discussed below, like bulk 

processing, there is one keyword which may affect insert performance. A regular insert will 

fetch a block from the freelist and insert the row in it, but using the keyword APPEND with an 

insert bypasses the freelist and grabs an entirely new data block above the high water mark. 

APPEND only works with insert on the form: insert … into … as select … 

 

In Oracle database 11g release 2, the hint APPEND_VALUES has been added, which adds 

functionality to use the same mechanism for APPEND but with regular insert statement with a 

value clause. 

Bulk processing in PL/SLQ 

Even though PL/SQL most likely is the database language of choice for the Oracle database, 

with its runtime engine tightly integrated in the database, there still is some overhead when 

running regular SQL queries from a PL/SQL program. Statements are executed using the 

PL/SQL engine with the exception of SQL, which is passed over to the SQL engine. The SQL 

engine executes the SQL and returns information to the PL/SQL engine if needed. Each switch 

between the engines is called a context switch which inflicts a small performance penalty. 

Programs that use a large number of similar SQL statements can be bulk processed compressing 

several context switches into one which improves performance [19]. 
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There are two different keywords in the PL/SQL language that can be used to utilize bulk 

processing, FORALL and BULK COLLECT. 

 

The BULK COLLECT keyword allows us to fetch several rows in a cursor at once. Ordinarily 

when looping over a cursor only one row at a time is retrieved, each one causing a context 

switch. With BULK COLLECT we can fetch several rows in one go. Furthermore, the LIMIT 

keyword makes it possible to control the number of rows of each bulk fetch. 

 

The FORALL keyword is used with DML (Data Manipulation Language) statements: inserts, 

updates, deleted and merges. Similar to BULK COLLECT, FORALL tells the engine PL/SQL 

engine to bind all SQL statement into one or more collections before sending it to the SQL 

engine. Since DML statements have a heavy impact on Oracle performance, FORALL is one of 

the most important optimization features in the PL/SQL language [19]. 

 

REDO 

Redo is a fundamental part of the Oracle database. Redo is basically what it sounds like, 

information for the database to be able to redo transactions if needed. Any action taken in the 

database which modifies it will be protected with redo entries. What the specific redo entry 

contains depends on which modifying action was made. An insert needs information on what 

values and what table that is inserted into. The redo is necessary if due to some circumstance the 

database goes down and needs to be recovered. In this case Oracle will reconstruct the data 

using redo. If there was no redo it would be impossible for Oracle to restore itself to the state 

before crashing. Depending on certain settings in the database redo generation can be 

suppressed. In the event of massive inserts, using direct path insert described below, this can 

have a great impact on performance since redo entries for the load will be exceptionally large.  

 

It is important to understand that all data structures in Oracle are protected by redo. So if a row 

is inserted into a table with several indexes, not only will there be redo generated for the table 

but also for the indexes affected. There are ways to reduce redo generation on tables, which is 

mentioned later, but nothing can change redo generation for indexes. 

 

UNDO 

Undo is another important concept in databases which sometimes is referred to as rollback. It 

basically is the opposite of redo in Oracle. It is information necessary to reverse a particular 

modification. This is important if a certain transaction cannot proceed to commit, e.g. if an error 

occurred half way. Oracle then needs to restore whatever modifications that the transaction 

already has made. It will accomplish this by using the information stored in the undo segments. 

The amount of undo data generated varies, as with redo, depending on what kind of 

modification was made. An insert will generate a small imprint, it only needs to know the rowid 

of the row and that the action needs to be a delete to reverse the insert. The undo for a delete 

modification needs all the values of the row in order to be able to reconstruct the row.  

 

Modifications always generate undo and there is no way to suppress it completely since we 

always need to be able to rollback a transaction. However, for massive loads direct path insert 

can minimize the amount of undo generated. 

 

Worth noting is that undo data will generate redo to protect it from failures [10]. 

DIRECT PATH INSERT 

A regular insert will request a free block from a free list or bitmap (depending on if ASSM is 

utilized or not), read that particular block into the buffer cache and then insert the row into that 
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block. The block which now will be dirty since it has been modified will be written later to disk 

by the database writer. 

 

It is possible to use direct path inserts to skip a few of these steps which may be a reason for 

congestion. A direct path insert will not request a free block from the freelist or bitmap but 

instead grab a fresh empty block from above the high water mark of the table. The direct path 

insert will skip the buffer cache and write the data directly to the data block on disk.  

 

Depending on the logging mode set in the database a direct path insertion can suppress redo 

generation of data changes.  This will increase performance but in a production database the 

logging mode is most often set to log every action, which will not suppress redo for a direct path 

insert. If the production database is not in the correct logging mode, frequent cold backups 

would be necessary to be safe from data loss. Note that only redo for the table is minimized, 

redo for indexes are the same regardless of insert method used. Metadata redo is still generated, 

only the redo of data changes is suppressed. In a production database, temporary tables could 

use disabled logging so no redo is generated for data changes when doing a direct path insertion 

to that table [21]. 

 

Undo is also reduced (but not eliminated) when using direct path insert. Since we only allocate 

fresh data block from above the high water mark the database only needs to restore the original 

high water mark to perform a rollback.  

 

There are several restrictions applied to direct path loading. There may not be any referential 

integrity constraints or triggers on the table. If any of these exists, a regular insert will be 

performed silently instead of a direct path insert. This technique can also not be used on 

clustered or replicated tables and there are several restrictions to index-organized tables as well. 

 

A direct path load is not always favorable. One disadvantage that inherently comes with a direct 

path load is that when a statement has modified a table using direct path, no statements in the 

same session can query that table until changes have been committed. This also applies to 

related indexes to the target table. Other transactions can query the table but cannot see the 

newly loaded data by the loading session. 

 

Existing data blocks’ free space cannot be reused which makes a direct path insert not an option 

in many cases where data sets being loaded are small or deletes are frequent [21]. 

 

Disk Configuration 

One of the slowest components in a regular computer is the disk. Since a system dedicated to 

database activity where many large data loads will take place will be immensely write and read 

intense the disk configuration should be given a fair amount of thought.  

 

RAID should be used, either a 1+0 or 0+1 configuration which will enable striping and 

mirroring. Mirroring duplicates data over several disks, data redundancy, which ensures that the 

system can still function despite a drive crash. Striping spreads out data over several disks 

which enable several disks to process a read or write simultaneously [23]. This speeds up 

performance. 

 

Immensely read or write intense data could be placed on SSD (Solid State Drive) disks for 

improved performance. Besides database structures that are read and write intensive, redo logs, 

undo space and temp space could also be places on SSD disks if they are likely to be a source of 

congestion.  
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Powerful hardware is unlikely to make up for poor program architecture since concurrency and 

performance is not likely to scale well in a poor solution. A well designed application will 

however most probably be able to take advantage of the hardware, so a correct program solution 

combined with hardware options such as extremely fast SSD disks will hopefully improve 

performance greatly. With the disk and memory cost rapidly falling several years in a row, 

database accesses to disk has become cheaper and cheaper. Location and configuration of table 

spaces is no longer as vital as before since a proper setup of RAID disks has become 

inexpensive. In certain systems the whole or parts of the database could be held in memory 

since having a server with large amounts of memory no longer is that expensive. 

 

Scaling 

Depending on the nature of the system, certain performance factors are of interest. For a 

transaction oriented system scaling of concurrent connected users is important, enabling the 

system to perform well even if a large amount of users are visiting a company’s website at the 

same time. Even if the transactions or calculation processes in the database stay at the same size, 

the sheer quantity will increase. Therefor it is important that the system scales well. Another 

type of scaling is if the number of processes remains the same but the size of the tasks being 

executed increases in size and time consumption. A scenario could be where more and more 

data needs to be analyzed as time passes. In both these cases it is important to have a well-

designed system and database that still is performing when the load increases.  

 

Previous works 
No papers have been published that is specific to this application domain. However, there are 

several studies on database performance that are of interest.  

 

In [24] the authors develop a solution for the Telco industry to collect information called Call 

Detail Records. They use IBM software, one of which is a product called Massive Collection 

System (MCS). The database is IBMs DB2 and a heavy dependency on its Data Partitioning 

Facility which enables several different databases to cooperate and act as one logical database to 

the user. This approach is also commonly known as sharding. The solution also uses techniques 

similar to map reduce which basically divides a query up in small tasks and send each one to a 

separate partition in the cluster and finally after collection each sub set merges the result into the 

final answer. The target volume for their system was one billion records per day and their test 

system reached up to 100 million records per day. 

 

In [25] the authors use an Oracle 10g database to load large amounts of data in a high speed. 

They rely heavily on the SQL*Loader functionality in Oracle for direct path loading and also 

partitioning. One main focal point of the paper was to handle the memory constraints that 

appear when dealing with large sized data sets. They solve this by introducing a preprocessing 

step in the pipe that divides the input files into smaller partitions and chunks. This also enables 

them to easily process the input data in parallel based on the divided chunks and partitions. 

They however point out that the splitting of the original input data source needs to be done in a 

manner that conforms to the partitioning setup in the database which might not be easy to 

calculate. Doing this would enable each chunk to be processed in parallel without interfering 

with each other.  

 

Using these techniques they are able to process their example data input roughly three times as 

fast as a conventional loading without partitioning. A 90 GB input file is processed in 

approximately 100 minutes. 
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Method 
This chapter will describe the methods used to produce the results to, in the end, be analyzed 

and discussed.  

Theoretical studies 
A significant amount of time will be spent studying documentation on the Oracle database, 

ODP.NET and the PL/SQL programming language. It’s necessary to have a deep knowledge on 

the internal working in order to be able to determine which possible steps can be taken to 

achieve an improved result. Better knowledge of how and why the Oracle database employs 

different strategies in different situations lets us modify our applications, making them perform 

better, scale better and have a smaller memory footprint.  

 

The Oracle studies will focus on the core parts of the database, involving parts where storing 

and fetching performance is affected. 

 

Less time will be focused on PL/SQL and ODP.NET even though those subjects, especially 

PL/SQL, by themselves are quite broad.    

System analysis and prototype system 
A system analysis will be made of the existing system in use today. Core aspects of the system 

will be extracted to form a base definition for a prototype outline. From the outline a prototype 

system will be created which we can use to experiment with and later produce our results. 

Empirical study and analysis 
Finally, using the prototype, an empirical study allows us to improve the prototype in iterations. 

Experimenting and testing the prototype enables us to debug and see where bottlenecks are and 

how to overcome them. Each iteration will produce results which are collected and displayed. 

These results are later analyzed to conclude recommendations and guidelines for developing 

systems of this nature, considering the prerequisite requirements. 

 

The primary method for this thesis will be implementation of different loading methods and 

comparing them. There will be two separate cases, one where different methods will be 

compared directly and one where the measurement data system will be implemented in different 

versions and then improved upon. This is the case since a certain number of possible 

implementations are actually known initially, and later determining drawbacks of some of these 

will lead to improved implementations.  

 

The loading methods will be restricted to those available in ODP.NET and in the native Oracle 

database. The measurement system has a few different core functions: Retrieval of data to be 

used for testing, the actual calculations and comparisons used in testing, updating already 

existing rows if necessary and last loading the data into the database. A breakdown of the 

different steps will now follow. 
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An incoming measurement data row in the system needs to retrieve the corresponding rows 

from the static data area of the database. This data is related to a meterpoint and a date and will 

be used as a base to perform calculations and checks for the incoming row. 

 

The next step is to perform the calculations and comparisons mentioned above. This is called 

the test phase and will determine if the incoming row is valid and can be inserted in the 

appropriate table in the database. If an error is found, the row will be rejected and inserted into 

an error table. 

 

It is possible for rows to come in to the system in an out of order fashion. So there already are 

measurement data rows in the database with a future date in comparison to the incoming row. 

Usually this has no implications of the measurements that already have been processed before 

the out of date occurrence. However, if a manual measurement is a correction, meaning that a 

previously reported measurement was incorrect it might have implication of already processed 

future measurement data. These then need to be updated. It is also possible to have duplicates, 

which means that a measurement data row with the exact date already exists. We then need to 

update the existing row with the new data. This will not be performed in this test system, it will 

only be able to tell if there actually is a duplicate. 

 

The last step is the insertion of measurement data rows in the correct tables. Rows without 

errors are inserted into the tables containing previously stored Meter Readings and Meter 

Values. Rows that contained errors are stored in an error table where manual inspection can take 

place later to determine what action to take.  
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Design 

System overview 
The system that is investigated in this report is going to collect and process data coming from 

different subsystems located in different geographical regions. The data can be different types 

(like water temperatures in district heating) but for this study only general electricity 

consumption for households is considered. 

 

There are a few different definitions used that is necessary to have knowledge of in order to 

comprehend the domain model of the system: 

 Counter 

 Meter 

 Meter point 

 Meter point counter 

 Meter reading 

 Meter value 

 Products 

 

A meter is a physical device in a household that measures different values in regards to 

electricity and heat usage. A meter contains one or more physical counters which stores the 

current measurement of a specific value. In a meter, one counter might store the value for 

cumulative electric usage, one counter for usage of long distance heating etc. Different counters 

have a different number of digits used when holding a value. The digits are always an integer; 

the decimal part of the counter is indicated by a single digit indicating where the decimal point 

is logically located. So if a counter is said to have 7 digits and a decimal point of 2, the value 

1234567 stored in the counter is actually representing 12345.67. 

 

The meter point and meter point counter are the logical counterparts of the meter and counter. 

The meter point can be seen as the customer that is billed. The meter and counter are the actual 

physical devices located in a house while the meter point and meter point counter are the 

representations that we are working with in the application system. A meter can for instance be 

exchanged every 5 years to a new one, but that is transparent to the data system since it still uses 

the unchanged meter point. Any changes to the meter point counter must be saved in order to be 

able to use the correct number of digits and correct decimal point placement at any time. This is 

for example used for measurements that are received out of order or during a counter 

replacement. 

 

A meter reading is a single measurement received in the system from a single meter. Each meter 

is read at a specific time interval, maybe once each hour or 15 minutes, and sent to the 

associated system for further processing. Each meter reading contains a meter value that 

corresponds to the digits in a counter located in the meter. So typically if a meter has two 

counters each meter reading will have two meter values. The concept of meter readings and 

meter values can be thought of as an analog reading of the meter when looking at the physical 

device inside a home. You can then log specifics of the meter and then the values on the 

counter. 

 

A product is the actual product that a counter has the measured value for. In our case the 

product is electricity, but different types of products are possible. 
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The system used as a reference point for the prototype built for performance evaluation is based 

on an electricity usage data collecting system. Information about the quantity of electricity used 

in a household is collected by a number of different sub systems today. All of these post their 

collected data to a central system used for data verification and final storage.  

 

The systems have a middle layer which is used to transform the data to a common format and 

ensures that data types are correct. The middle layer sends the scrubbed data to the final system 

which is the one used as the prototype in this thesis. There are a few common format types 

available when deciding which common format to use for the data. For this report, CSV 

(Comma Separated Values) is used because of the ease of use and small overhead in storage 

size. Other viable options could be JSON and XML which are more flexible but requires more 

overhead in byte size and parsing. 

 

Since the middle layer is responsible for creating the formatted data a decision was made to use 

CSV since the data collected can be manipulated before using it as input in the prototype. Ease 

of use and performance were a bigger factor then flexibility in this case. 

 

The prototype itself uses the CSV file received by the middle layer system to validate and store 

the measurement data located in the file. The prototype system needs to be able to determine if a 

data measurement is correct as well as if it is a new post or an update.  

 

The significant validation and calculation steps made in the prototype are the following: 

 Validate reading date 

 Validate meter point 

 Validate meter point counter 

 Validate meter value 

 Calculate consumption 

 Calculate sliding mean value 

 Validate consumption 

 

Validation of both reading date and meter point is fairly simple, the measurement is said to pass 

those checks if the reading date isn’t a date in the future and the meter point is said to be valid if 

it simply exists. The meter point counter validation is made in a similar way. The meter point 

needs to have an associated counter connected to the products that is measured in the meter 

reading. 

 

In order to be able to ensure that the meter values of an incoming meter reading is correct the 

information of the counter is used. The meter value cannot have more digits than allowed on the 

counter itself. 

 

The most time consuming step for the meter reading is the calculation and validation of the 

consumption of energy. This is broken down into several smaller tasks but common from most 

of them are the dependencies on previous and following meter value readings. The counter is 

also used in this step. 

 

First the previous meter values based on the date and meter point of the incoming reading is 

fetched. The consumption is calculated as the difference of the read values. So if the current 

reading has a value of 100Wh and the previous reading has 50Wh, the consumption will be 

50Wh. The only exception to this is when a meter point or counter is replaced (i.e. this is the 
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first reading since the replacement). Then we know that the consumption from last time will 

always be 0.  

 

When the consumption has been calculated a likeliness check is made. If the consumption is 

more than 20 percent of the counter’s max capacity then the reading is said to be faulty. Manual 

inspection would be necessary in order to see if the data is distorted or not. The max capacity of 

the counter is simply a number of nines based on the number of digits for the specific counter. A 

counter with four digits has a max capacity of 9999. The number of digits on a counter can vary 

depending on the counter type, not all counters have the same capacity. 

 

Next, a sliding mean value for the meter value must be calculated on the ten latest meter values 

for the meter point and product. This is basically the average of the values of the ten latest 

readings from the date of the incoming meter reading. However, too old readings are not 

interesting so a limit of how long back we need to check can be implemented. 

 

The sliding mean value is used by comparing threshold values stored for each meter point 

product combination. There is a high limit and a low limit factor indicating a span percentage 

that the incoming value needs to be between. The sliding mean value is multiplied with the high 

and low factor. A check is then made that the meter value lies between the resulting intervals.  

 

Finally, each meter point has a contracted effect which indicates how much that meter point is 

contracted to use for the current agreement used. If this value is exceeded the customer might 

have to pay more for the excess usage. In our prototype, this means that this value has to be 

fetched from the database and compared to the calculated effect.  

 

Test data 
The input this system will receive is meter readings from other similar systems located in 

different geographical regions. A meter reading can be a number indicating how much 

electricity that has been consumed up to a certain point in time. The set of input could be 

readings for a million meter points for an hour’s duration (electricity consumed between 10 a.m. 

and 11 a.m. 25
th
 October 2010).  

 

The data used in the real system is not available for this prototype system however, so all test 

data needs to be generated. The data is generated by randomizing values between certain 

thresholds determined as sufficiently realistic by Sigma Solutions. 

 

For convenience it is assumed that all systems provide their data in the same format and that no 

data is missing. Providing basic scrubbing of the input could be added either in the reading step 

or subsequent processing with minimal cost. The prototype system will also only be working 

with one input file, whereas the production system retrieves files from several systems. 

However this can easily be compensated by running the test several times (simulating multiple 

files) or assuming that all systems providing data files to this central system contain only a 

subset of the data tested on here. For the production system a possible approach worth 

considering could be to have a preprocessing system that simply scrubs and concatenates files 

from several systems so one file can be delivered for processing and storing. 

 

The data used in the prototype system can be divided into two groups of data. Static data used 

for meter points, counters, meters, contracted consumption and everything that is not a meter 

value or a meter reading. The static data is generated once and remains until a smaller or bigger 
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test sample is needed. The distribution of this data is not especially important and does not 

affect performance of loading the measurements later. It simply needs to be populated so the 

validation and calculation steps in the processing will have some kind of data to be applied on.  

 

The dynamic test data is used for the complement of the set of components that belongs to the 

static data group i.e. meter values and meter readings. Since both of these will be inserted 

repeatedly and in large numbers new data will be generated before each test. 

Testing which methods to use 
To actually know which methods we should test for the prototype system and what performance 

that might be expected we will first test some of them against a single simple table. This table 

we will call ExampleTable and consists of a few columns with different data types like char, 

varchar2, number and date.  

 

When testing inserting rows into a master/details table relation there will also be a child table 

called ExampleTableChild that can be used when one or more rows also should be inserted into 

a related table when inserting into the master ExampleTable. 

Framework design 
Two different designs are made, one for ODP.NET in C# and one in PL/SQL. Due to time 

constraints the C# design is much more general then the one in PL/SQL which aims only to 

solve the specific measurement data system. 

ODP.NET C# 

The C# program employs a regular n-layered like approach. This design is immensely popular 

when building enterprise systems. The database layer, testing/processing layer and view layer 

are separated from each other. Each layer has a distinct responsibility and is decoupled from 

each other as much as possible. The idea is that a change in one layer should not affect another, 

causing that layer to change as well.  

 

The layers communicate through each other’s services that they publish. The only constraint is 

that the view layer may only communicate with the testing/processing layer which in turn may 

only communicate with the database layer. To transport data between the layers a domain model 

is used (except when a built in type can be used) which consists of a number of entities. They 

are a C# representation of the database tables. 
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The design of the C# applications process loop is shown below (see Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2 - Overview of the components in the C# application 

1: The input module collects metadata which contains the different settings and methods 

available for a test run. It displays these and lets the user continue by making a choice. It then 

calls the appropriate method in the Load controller providing the parameters supplied by the 

user. 

2: The load controller is the main module controlling the general execution flow and delegates 

work to other modules depending on the parameter settings the user has selected. The load 

controller’s main flow is a loop which first retrieves rows from the entity reader (3), passes 

them to the test module (5), inserts the rows into the corresponding table depending on error 

code (6) and then updates necessary rows (7). The main loop then continues with the next batch 

of rows until the entity reader has no more rows to return. 

3: The entity reader’s job is to read a row from the specified source file, which may be of 

different types such as CSV or XML depending on which provider has been specified. The 

entity reader reads one unit from the input file and passes it on to the entity retriever (4) for 

processing. 

4: The entity retriever contains information on how to processes one row that the entity reader 

has read. The retriever returns an entity (*) which contains the information from the row 

supplied. 

5: After the reading process the load controller continues to pass on the entities to the test 

module. This module fetches information from the database needed to perform the testing and 

processes each row setting an appropriate error code. The test module returns rows which needs 

to be updated that the update module (7) will use later. 

6: The insert module inserts the rows into the database to the correct table depending on the 

error code for each row. 

7: The update module executes last and updates rows that need new information based on the 

rows return from the test module. 

*: The entities are stored in a hash map. 
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The load controller continues with steps 3-7 for each batch of rows and then returns the run time 

results to the input module for printing. 

 

PL/SQL 

The PL/SQL program is implemented as a sort of batch service in the form of a stored 

procedure. We will have a number of stored procedures representing each test case. The basic 

form of each will be similar; when a new test case is to be tested a copy of an existing stored 

procedure is made and then altered to accommodate the new test case. The PL/SQL design is 

displayed in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3 - Overview of the components in the PLSQL application 

1: Loading data from external table (which represent a CSV file) into a temporary staging table 

and creation of necessary indexes. This stage is optional, not all different variations perform this 

step. 
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2: The main query for fetching data. The staging table or external table is joined with the 

necessary tables and one big SQL query gets all rows that are needed for testing and updating. 

The query fetches a few hundred rows at a time and then processes them in a loop (3-4). 

3: The rows fetched in step 2 are sent to a testing function where they are validated and checked 

for errors. An error code is set depending on the outcome of the testing. 

4: This step performs an SQL query for each row using an FORALL loop. Depending on 

variation this performs a mix of updates and inserts into either the actual production tables or 

into different temporary staging tables. The loop continues in step 2 if there are more rows 

returned by the SQL query, otherwise execution continues in step 5. 

5: After all the rows have been processed table processing occurs by single SQL queries. In 

these implementations the query is always an update query. Not all variations perform this step. 

6: Although this step is a kind of table processing like in step 5 it has a separate step. In this step 

the rows are inserted into the correct tables depending on the error code. This is always done 

with a single INSERT INTO AS SELECT query. 

Database design 
Here we will explain all of the tables in the database and related structures. The model or deeper 

explanation of terms will not be present here since they were discussed earlier. 

ExampleTable 

As mentioned earlier, the example table is only used to quickly test different methods to get an 

initial measurement of differences between them. It’s a simple table with a few columns with 

different data types (see figure 4). 

ExampleTable

PK ID

 DATEADDED
 VALUE1
 VALUE2
 USERCOMMENT
 ERRORCODE
 DATE1
 DATE2
 CHAR1
 CHAR2
 CHAR3
 NUMBER1
 DATENOW

 
Figure 4 - DB design schema of example table 
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Measurement data system 

The measurement system consists of several tables mapping to the terms and concepts as 

described in the System overview section earlier (see figure 5).

 
Figure 5 - DB design schema of the system 
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Implementation 
 

The implementation will be based on two different platforms. The third party client approach 

which will be using ODP.NET and C# and the more server oriented approach which will be 

using PL/SQL. For the implementation of the measurement data system there will be no 

comparisons made, except measured performance, between the two different approaches other 

than personal opinion of ease of implementation and features available. Initially a few tests will 

be made on a single table using a few core techniques in order to get a perception of how they 

fare against each other when everything from the test system, such as validation etc., is stripped 

out. Note that the tests performed against a single table in C# use the same framework design as 

the actual test system but with all logic stripped out. The actual test system will then be 

implemented in continuous increments where different solutions always aim to increase 

performance. Only solutions and changes that yielded an improvement are kept and further 

elaborated with. 

 

The implementation of the tests of general loading methods and the implementations of the 

measurement system in ODP.NET share a common test harness. This harness is responsible for 

reading rows of data from a CSV file, retrieving and testing the rows, loading the rows in to the 

database and updating necessary rows in the database if needed. 

 

Initial comparison of insertion methods 
For these tests one single ordinary heap table was used with 12 columns.  

 

The tests are made with a few different insert methods: regular inserts, array inserts, associative 

array inserts using a stored procedure, bulk copy insert, inserts from external table and inserts 

from SQL*Loader. 

 

The tests were performed using 100.000, 1.000.000 and 10.000.000 rows into an empty table. 

There is a primary key with index on two columns, a number (with a sequence number) and a 

date. A few tests were also run where other indexes are added to the table to measure 

performance differences compared to the case where only the primary key is present.  

 

A selected number of tests were repeated but with already existing rows in the table. Difference 

in redo and undo data was also measured for the tests not run through C#, only for the bulk 

inserts from SQL directly. 

 

The different implementations of the 

measurement test system 
 

The first couple of implementations use ODP.NET. As the test harness allows for different 

combinations of insert methods and data retrieval methods, several combinations will be used. 

Not all combinations are tested though, for instance, when one update method is faster than 

another the slower one will not be present in future tests. Since the measuring is done both on 

the whole run and on the sub tasks the results can still be compared between the same sub tasks. 
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Retrieving Input 

As mentioned earlier, this input is represented as CSV in a file with one row per meter reading. 

This data is randomly generated and should contain data representative to the production 

system. The test data is generated using a simple python script. Each measurement (row) in the 

input is an average between 170 and 230 bytes. Certain strings in the test data are random in 

length and characters. These strings are of no importance to the processing of the data however. 

 

The task is simple, a way to let the program access this input data is needed. Investigating 

different ways to read the input isn’t the primary focus of this thesis and therefore no effort was 

spent in investigating different options unless there were solutions that seemed to influence 

other parts of the implementation, not just retrieving input.  

 

Methods using ODP.NET and C# 

Only one option was used for the C# client and that was a non-cached, forward-only CSV 

reader
1
.  

Methods using PL/SQL 

Retrieving the input in order for the PL/SQL application to access it revolves in different ways 

of using an external table. More details on how this was done and how it affected the rest of the 

application is described in later chapters. Broadly there are two options used, either using an 

external table directly or loading the external table into a separate staging table (almost identical 

to the external table). The staging table is a regular heap table in Oracle but allows for 

modifying rows, applying indexes etc. which mean that there is more functionality available 

when preloading the data to a regular table instead of using the external table directly. To be 

able to use the staging table for modifying of rows can also prove useful if more advanced 

processing and aggregation of values is needed. When skipping the use of a staging table and 

using the external table directly it is as simple as querying it directly in SQL. It looks exactly 

like a normal heap table. 

 

SQL*Loader was originally also intended to be tested as an input method for loading the initial 

staging table but since the previous testing on a single table showed that the external table 

option performed roughly the same, that test was skipped to save time. Using the external table 

is also far more simple compared to the SQL*Loader, both looking and behaving more like a 

standard Oracle table. There are differences between an external table and SQL*Loader [22], so 

the option should not be disregarded completely when loading external data from files, but for 

the purpose of this paper it seemed superfluous. The differences are mainly not performance 

since they use the same engine under the hood. 

Data retrieval (Testing) 

For each row of input a certain amount of existing data is needed to be retrieved in order to be 

able to validate and verify that said input. For our prototype system there are two groups of data 

needed, static and dynamic data. The static data is the information about the meter point 

(customer) and how the setup (meter, counter and contracted effect) for that customer is 

currently. This data is static for this prototype system since it never changes but in a real system 

it could possibly change. Possible scenarios include that a new type of meter is installed for the 

meter point, changing how the validation should be made or that the customer renews its 

arrangement resulting in new contracted effect consumptions. The fact that this data might 

change in a real production system but not in the prototype does not matter since we do not 

                                                      
1
 http://www.codeproject.com/Articles/9258/A-Fast-CSV-Reader 

http://www.codeproject.com/Articles/9258/A-Fast-CSV-Reader
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cache the data. In a real world scenario this data does not change that often.  The dynamic data 

is required to make sure the input measurement is sound. One of the processes to validate this is 

the sliding mean value mentioned earlier. In order to calculate this the latest, according to some 

rule, previous measurement data is needed, which changes all the time. 

 

Methods using ODP.NET and C# 

We have several paths to take when trying to retrieve our data. Beginning with the static type of 

data we will first try to fetch only what we at a precise moment need to continue processing. 

This means that if for a set of 100 inputs, processing them one at a time, the first iteration 

processing input number 1 will retrieve what is needed to process that specific input and 

processing step and nothing more, the next step to continue processing of input number 1 might 

need new data which will then be fetched. When all processing is finished for input number 1 

the data retrieved for that input will be thrown out and when processing input number 2 data 

needed for that particular input will be fetched etc. This will be called row-by-row processing 

with no joins, which also looks a bit similar to a common architecture used in web applications. 

In the result this is referred to as row by row test. 

 

How can this approach be improved? One obvious observation is that in the solution above 

there will be a large amount of roundtrips to the database, often with similar type of queries. 

Since one fundamental aspect of working with SQL is to try to do as much as possible in a 

single statement and working with sets [6], we will have that as a goal and step by step do 

various improvements. 

 

The first improvement will instead of getting the data needed for each iteration of input try to 

get everything in a pre-process step. This replaces the many small queries occurring throughout 

the processing in the previous solution with a few large queries happening in the beginning of 

the processing. If the processing had 10 steps for each input that required data, which would 

total to 100 queries for a set of 10 input rows with the previous solution, we will now issue 10 

queries that fetches the required data for all 10 input rows simultaneously. This improved 

approach will be called bulk processing with no joins. Another smaller improvement included 

here is that fetching the previous and next meter value previously was done separately with two 

queries (using a SQL union) but now is done using a single query (using Oracle Analytics), 

another small step towards reducing SQL queries. In the result this is referred to as bulk test. 

 

One disadvantage with trying a more bulk-oriented approach like above is that if the amount of 

data needed for processing is large enough to deplete the memory in the machine it might crash 

or grind to a stop. This is solved by specifying a bulk size (which can be quite large) limiting 

the amount of input rows processed simultaneously relieving the problem by capping the 

amount of memory that can be used. What bulk size to use depends on the desired ratio between 

memory usage and performance and complicating matter is that a higher bulk size does not 

automatically translate to better performance even if memory is no issue. 

  

A smaller variation to test in relation with the changes most recently made to the system is to 

instead of issuing all the bulked queries in order from the client do a single query to the 

database and let that single query return a cursor for each sub query. The queries themselves 

have not been changed; the change is only in the number of roundtrips to the database. Instead 

of calling the database and receiving a single cursor four times one single call to the database is 

made and four cursors are returned at the same time. This method is referred to as “bulk test 

minimize roundtrips” in the results. 
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The final version to test for data retrieval using ODP.NET tries to improve the latest solution by 

combining as many queries as possible. Previously each processing step had its own query for 

the data needed. Now we try to write as few queries as possible that retrieve all data that we 

need. This is mostly achieved by utilizing joins between tables. This solution will be mentioned 

as bulk processing with joins. We are now moving more towards a specialized application that’s 

tailored for a specific purpose, in contrast to the earlier implementations which were quite 

general and could have been used for almost anything. This method is referred to as “bulk test 

minimize queries” in the results. 

 

Fetching the dynamic data (average of 10 previous readings, previous reading and if it exists, 

following reading) is done in the same manner as the static data, but not with as many 

variations. There are only two different options implemented; row-by-row or bulk. This is 

mainly because the data does not reside in so many different places in the database. 

 

For the row-by-row processing for the dynamic data two SQL queries are issued for each input 

row when they are needed, one for fetching the following value and one for fetching the 

previous value. The average value of the 10 latest readings is calculated in the same query that 

fetched the previous reading using Oracle Analytics. In the results bulk fetching of dynamic 

data is always used unless the test method is row by row in which case the fetching of dynamic 

data also is row by row. 

 

Methods using PL/SQL 

The test versions using PL/SQL all use basically the same mechanics of data retrieval needed to 

process but with some small variations. The implementation is built upon the C# solution but 

since C# and PL/SQL are two completely different languages there may not be that much 

resemblance.  The PL/SQL program use a few improvements for how data is retrieved 

compared to the C# program. 

 

The first improvement used in the PL/SQL variations is that the static data needed that 

previously (in the C# section mentioned as bulk process with join) was joined every time a 

batch job was made is now pre-joined using a materialized view. Since changes to the static data 

are rare, this data does not change often. Even if it changes, the materialized view can be 

configured to automatically refresh when a row in the base table is modified [23] or refreshed 

manually. The DML on the original table will take longer time to complete since it is also 

updating the materialized view but if the updates seldom occur it probably has no or little 

impact. Having the materialized view eliminates the need to even touch the original tables.  

 

As mentioned earlier in the input retrieval section the PL/SQL program use either an external 

table or a staging table to represent the input. This input table is simply joined with the 

materialized view to retrieve all the static data needed to process each row. The dynamic data is 

also incorporated with the static data by merging the single query used for bulk processing in 

C# with the materialized view and input table. This result in a fairly large query that results in 

one row for each input row that contains the static and dynamic data needed to process as well 

as the original input row yielding all necessary data to complete the process. This query is 

represented as a cursor in PL/SQL and used with the bulk collect feature in to retrieve a small 

portion of rows for processing each time. This row limit is configurable if needed. 

 

It’s important to note that fetching the dynamic data in a single query can increase the number 

of rows returned. Since potentially both the previous and following reading could be returned 

the result set could consist of twice as many rows as the number of input rows. As mentioned in 

the following section even a duplicate check is made which could return a third row with the 
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duplicate row. In a large number of cases though only one row will be returned and the result set 

will have one to one ratio with the input row set, since the input row likely is the latest reading. 

Any row in the result set is marked with a letter to indicate if it is the previous, following or 

current (duplicate) reading. 

 

The most noticeable variation in the data retrieval is that either the staging table is used as input 

table or the external table is used directly. 

Duplicate detection 

It is necessary to somehow be able to detect if the measurement reading received as input is a 

duplicate of an existing reading in the database. The scenario where this can occur is when an 

automatic reading is corrected manually, either by an administrator of the system or an 

employee manually performing a reading of a meter point on site due to some circumstance.  

 

The approach for detecting if a meter reading is a duplicate is fairly simple; checking if the 

meter point, meter point counter and the date of the reading is identical will tell if it is a 

duplicate. 

 

In both the C# and PL/SQL application the data needed to check for a duplicate is assumed to 

be fetched already. This is described in the previous section. Duplicate readings are considered 

to be a rare occurrence and it is not the focus of this thesis. 

Updating 

The need for updating old data in this system is not one of its principal points. The only instance 

where updating definitely is necessary is when a duplicate is detected or when a reading is 

received that is not the latest reading, i.e. the input is out of order. If any such scenario is 

detected the duplicate and/or following reading needs to be updated. However, it is assumed 

that these happen infrequently, especially since there is a middle system scrubbing the input 

before passing it along to our test system, so not much effort has been spent investigating the 

best approaches for updating. The normal test cases do not contain any input that leads to this 

alternate scenario where an update should occur. The update test scenarios had their own 

separate input. 

 

Methods using ODP.NET and C# 

Three different solutions were tested in regards to updating incoming duplicate or out of order 

meter readings. Row by row, bulk update and bulk update using rowid (called rowid updater in 

the results). 

 

During the test phase each input row is marked if it is determined to be a duplicate or an out of 

order meter reading. All such rows are saved in a list for the update processing which occurs last 

in the program cycle. 

 

The first update alternative is to loop through all records that have been marked for update. For 

each row during the iteration the duplicate or corresponding following row that needs to be 

updated are updated by issuing a regular DML update SQL call with a predicate in the where 

clause on the primary key. Since the primary key has an index on it, the update procedure will 

use the index as many times as there are rows in need to be updated. 

 

The second variation of the update process sends all rows that need to be updated directly to the 

database using associative arrays. This means that there is only one roundtrip to the database. In 
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the stored procedure on the database side a FORALL update is used. This means that the same 

amount of update statements are issued but the FORALL update minimizes context switches 

between the PL/SQL and SQL engines. As far as the update statement itself it is constructed in 

the same fashion as the row by row implementation, using a predicate on the primary key and 

using its index. 

 

The third and last option implemented for updates has just a small variation compared to the 

former bulk processing. Instead of using a predicate on the primary key it also uses a predicate 

on the rowid. By using the rowid as a predicate we can skip using the index on the primary key 

to access the row in the table. By using the rowid we can skip using the index altogether and 

access the table directly, which is the fastest possible way. In order to use the rowid we had to 

fetch it in the previous testing phase when retrieving all readings. The overhead of fetching this 

extra column is not significant.  

 

Since the rowid basically is the rows physical address it is not especially safe to rely on it. There 

are conditions in Oracle that could make a row move and get a different rowid value, like an 

administrator issuing a shrink space command. This is not likely to happen (and can be 

scheduled to so collision between the maintenance and meter reading processing does not occur) 

so it is not a major concern. To be safe it can be wise to combine a predicate on rowid with the 

previous solution and have a predicate on the primary key. This ensures that an update will not 

occur on a row that is not intended to be updated. The predicate on the rowid will take the 

quickest route to locate the row by skipping the primary key index and the predicate on the 

primary key will guarantee that the update does not overwrite the incorrect row. 

 

Methods using PL/SQL 

The strategies for updating do not evolve beyond those mentioned for ODP.NET/C#. Because 

of that the updates will not be tested in PL/SQL.  

 

Inserting 

Methods using ODP.NET and C# 

Here we use regular inserts and array insert. Associative array insert was supposed to be 

implemented but a parameter binding problem that was left unsolved made this method omitted. 

To use BulkCopy no sequences or foreign keys can be used so a special version was made for 

this. Instead of a surrogate key on the tables that was populated using a sequence, the natural 

key (MeterpointId and DateReading) was used. Since the unique index still was in place on 

MeterpointId and DateReading for data consistency purposes, this was only beneficial as it 

removed the sequences and the extra indexes. The discussion on whether or not to use a natural 

key is left up to the reader and database designer. 

 

In the results the different methods are referred to as regular insert, array insert and bulkcopy. 

Removing the sequence and using a natural key is referred to as” no seq” (sequence). Disabling 

the index and foreign key between the MeterReading and MeterValue table is called “disable 

index/fk” (foreign key). 

Methods using PL/SQL 

The PL/SQL program is solely dedicated to the measurement data system program. The solution 

is therefore not a flexible as the ODP.NET solution but makes it possible to further improve the 

solutions. 
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All the PL/SQL variations use an initial staging table. The incoming CSV file data is loaded into 

this temporary table by using external table. The staging table is then used to collect the 

necessary data from the database to proceed with the testing and error checking phase.  

 

The different implementations in PL/SQL often try to solve a problem that existed with a 

previous solution, incrementally increasing the performance. 

 

The first variation updates the staging table with all necessary calculated values from the testing 

and also update the next metervalues if needed. It does this with the FORALL keyword. After 

all the rows to be processed are ready a single statement inserts the rows in the correct tables. 

This method is referred to as PL/SQL insert rows in the results. 

 

The second variation skips the updates of the staging table and inserts the processed rows 

directly into the correct tables. This is a more direct approach since it replaces the updates of the 

staging table and the last single insert statement with a FORALL loop with insert statements in 

the same place as the updates (of the staging table) were before. This method is referred to as 

PL/SQL insert direct rows (with an optional partitioned table called insert rows partitioned). 

 

The third variation uses a new table where all the latest values are stored. Since most of the 

times a value that comes in will be the latest in order of time it is not necessary to search 

through the whole metervalues table to find the previous value. Instead it is possible to use the 

temporary table which contains the latest value for each meterpoint. This reduces the table size 

in the join part of the query to find the previous metervalue by a large factor. If there are N 

number of meterpoints there will only be N rows in the temporary table, instead of the N * time-

interval rows that are in the metervalues table. The rest of the process is the same as in the first 

variation with one small addition. It is necessary to update the temporary table with the new 

latest metervalues. This is done with one single SQL query. This method is referred to as 

LatestMV partitioned, where MV is short for MeterValue. 

 

The fourth variation skips the initial load from the external table to the staging table. Instead the 

original SQL query uses the external table directly to join with. The processed rows are then 

inserted into the staging table by using a FORALL statement.  The rest is similar to the previous 

variation. This method is referred to as external table instead of staging table (with an extra 

optional hint on external table). 

 

The fourth variation can only be used if the incoming metervalues actually are the latest. The 

ones values that are not the latest will not be processed and have to be processed by another 

method, one of the previous or the following variation. 
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Results 
Here the results are presented for the different test runs. All results are an average of three runs. 

Inserts into a single table 
Figure shows performance of insertion for different methods for different input sizes into an 

empty table. 

 
Figure 6 - Results of insert methods in empty test table 

Figure shows performance of different input methods into pre populated table with 10.000.000 

rows. 

 
Figure 7 - Results of insert methods in pre populated table (10,000,000 rows) 
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Figure shows performance of different insert methods into pre populated table with indexes. 

 
Figure 8 - Results of insert methods in pre populated table (10,000,000 rows) with indexes 

Figure shows performance of insert methods into pre populated indexed table when using 

append and parallel. 

 
Figure 9 – Results of insert methods into pre populated table with indexes using parallel and append 
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Measurement data system  

C#/ODP.NET client 

Figure shows performance of different test methods in C# client of application. 

 
Figure 10 – Results of testing methods for the Measurement data system using C# (100 rows) 

Figure shows performance of different test methods in C# client of application. 

 
Figure 11 - Results of testing methods for the Measurement data system using C# (10000 rows) 
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Figure 12 - Results of testing methods for the Measurement data system using C# (100000 rows) 

 

Figure shows performance of updating test methods in C# client of application. 

 
Figure 13 - Results of updating methods for the Measurement data system using C# 
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 Figure shows performance of different insert methods in C# client of application. 

 
Figure 14 - Results of insert methods for the Measurement data system using C# (10000 rows) 

 

Figure shows performance of different test methods in C# client of application. 

 
Figure 15 - Results of insert methods for the Measurement data system using C# (100000 rows) 
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Figure shows performance of different fetch sizes in C# client of application. 

 
Figure 16 - Results of insert methods using different fetch sizes for the Measurement data system using C# 
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PL/SQL Client 

Figure shows performance of different steps in different PL/SQL applications. 

 
Figure 17 - Results of test runs for the Measurement data system using PL/SQL (100000 rows with 100000 

meter points) 

Figure shows performance of different steps in the LatestMV partitioned PL/SQL variant. 

 
Figure 18 - Results of test runs for the Measurement data system using PL/SQL (100000 rows with 1000000 

meter points) 
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Figure shows performance of different steps in different PL/SQL applications. 

 
Figure 19 - Results of test runs for the Measurement data system using PL/SQL (500000 rows) 

Figure shows performance of different steps in best version of PL/SQL applications for different 

input sizes (see that it scales). Input sizes used is 100.000, 500.000 and 1.000.000 input rows.

 
Figure 20 - Results of test runs for the Measurement data system using PL/SQL (hint on external variant) 

Figure shows a comparison of the main methods used across both ODP.NET and PL/SQL. 
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Figure 21 - Comparison of total output of a selected number of solutions 
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Discussion 

Discussion around the results 
First it needs to be noted that the experiment was conducted in such a way that only the separate 

parts of the whole program can directly be compared. That means that we only can derive from 

the results if method A is better than method B in regards to the insertion method, and not the 

combination of updating, insertion and so on. 

PL/SQL or ODP.NET 

This question is highly subjective in regards to which language is better in terms of syntax, 

structure and features. Using the .NET platform the whole range of the framework is available 

to us which makes it possible to use much more than just data access. 

 

PL/SQL is highly integrated with Oracle which makes programming easier, less bug-prone and 

more maintainable. Parameter data types can be bound to the actual table and no conversion 

between data types is necessary in contrast to ODP.NET (since Oracle and PL/SQL use the 

same types). SQL is also directly available in PL/SQL which makes it highly effective in terms 

of performance and code size. PL/SQL also enables us to reduce parameter passing and copying 

as well as offer us an easier and more precise to control fetch sizes and bulk processing. 

 

For exceptionally large programs the structuring of packages and stored procedures might 

become harder to maintain and oversee compared to the excellent project and namespace 

structuring in .NET. 

 

In an immensely data access and manipulation intense application such as the one described in 

this essay, PL/SQL would probably be the best choice of language. It should be noted that .NET 

still could be used to call larger packages/stored procedures in Oracle to do most of the data 

access and processing. Then .NET could be utilized in order to perform tasks which may not be 

suitable to do in PL/SQL such as sending email notifications.  

 

If there is a great deal of testing to be done on each row, with CPU and/or memory intensive 

calculations it could be worth evaluating a middle tier for the processing residing on an 

application server. This approach would be easier to load balance and execute in parallel by 

adding more servers. The database could be more difficult to scale up to such a high degree by 

just adding hardware to one machine. Another solution could be to use RAC (Real Application 

Cluster) for the Oracle database. 

 

It’s important to note that even though the results show a much better improvement in PL/SQL 

over ODP.NET the PL/SQL variants uses a different query for retrieving the rows which are 

needed for testing. This improves performance greatly but as mentioned above it means that we 

cannot directly compare PL/SQL and ODP.NET as a whole. The implementation in ODP.NET 

is also much more general as it is supposed to be a tool for testing general methods of reading, 

testing, inserting and updating using a general table structure. This means that we can use the 

ODP.NET software to test using any table regardless of column definitions. The object 

orientated design makes it easy to just add new classes based on the particular table we want to 

use. 

 

Since the PL/SQL implementations were developed later in time those could draw from 

experiences gained in the ODP.NET variants. As time was heavily restricted there was no 
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opportunity to go back and reimplement aspects that were used for the PL/SQL programs. Of 

course it could be highly possible to use a combination of the two if desirable. A .NET 

application could for example call a PL/SQL procedure which loaded all data with an external 

table and then continued processing in the context of the .NET application.  

 

The tight integration between PL/SQL and Oracle can, besides mentioned advantages, also be a 

disadvantage. If a database migration to another provider is necessary in the future the whole 

program needs to be implemented again but in .NET it would be easier to just add new data 

classes for the specific database. 

Indexes and foreign keys 

Indexes clearly have a big impact on performance, both negatively and positively (see figure 

15). The performance of DML statements decreased considerably when adding a few extra 

indexes. This is not so surprising since we are adding additional data structures besides the 

original table (and primary key index) that Oracle needs to maintain. Adding two additional 

indexes can theoretically double the amount of work that is needed to be done when modifying 

a row in a table. For each index redo and undo data will be generated as well, which not only 

consumed CPU cycles but might take a toll on disk performance.  

 

However, indexes can with certainty also affect performance in a positive way by speeding up 

certain queries that needs to be executed. If a query does a full table scan for which the result set 

might be a fraction of the actual rows in the table then an index might increase performance 

greatly. Analyzing the actual application and its queries and subsequently establish which 

indexes should be added is a big task but often worth the effort.  

 

The performance impact found in the results was improved by performing direct path loading 

and disabling and rebuilding indexes. It cannot become as fast as having no indexes at all but 

then query performance will suffer. Since no real analyzes of which kind of queries are executed 

with this application besides the data load and processing it is hard to determine how many 

indexes are needed and therefor affect the performance. At least, in the schema design for the 

database careful consideration should be spent in which indexes would be needed. Indexes often 

can be combined to support several different queries. 

To partition or not to partition 

Partitioning is a key aspect to achieving a database with large amounts of data that need to 

scale. Carefully selecting to partition certain tables can minimize the actual data needed to be 

processed by the database when issuing queries. If the data needed to process a set of rows in 

the database is nearly always dependent on some attribute in a table, like a date or a customer 

number, that table might be eligible for partitioning. If the query operating on the table has a 

predicate matching the column or columns that the table is partitioned on the query optimizer 

can disregard a large portion of the data by excluding partitions of the table entirely.  

 

However, if a large portion of the queries have unknown predicates, outstandingly wide or 

maybe none at all, the performance might suffer due to partitioning. If the optimizer in Oracle 

determines that a large percentage of the rows need to be examined or fetched from the table it 

might determine that a table scan is the best approach. If the table is partitioned Oracle needs to 

go through all partitions which is slower than doing a table scan since a regular table will have 

more data blocks co-located. This problem can be circumvented with global indexes but these 

increase maintenance and, as mentioned earlier, have a negative impact on inserts and updates. 

As with any index, careful analysis of queries need to be made to select the optimal number. 

With partitioning the aspect of having local or global indexes matter as well. 
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Studying the results of the tests (see figures 17 and 21) conducted in this thesis, partitioning has 

a positive effect on the application’s performance. It is assumed that the data most of the time 

arrives in an in order fashion. By partitioning the meter value and meter readings table on date it 

is possible to most of the time only work with one partition. 

Updating data 

This thesis did not focus on the task of updating data, since it is regarded as an exception in this 

application and not very common. Still it occurs and a minor part of the tests considered 

different approaches to how to update data. The clear winner is to update in bulk preferably to 

use rowid to locate the row to be update (see figure 13). As discussed earlier in this paper, 

caution should be used when using this method. It can be used safely if the developer makes 

sure no row movement occurs in the table. One solution for this could be to lock the table before 

running the process.  

 

However, depending on how many rows that needs to be updated when processing a batch of 

input rows, the technique used to update should have minimal impact on the overall execution 

time. 

Inserting data 

When it comes to inserting data there are two different types of test results, one for just raw 

insertion into the example table and one for the actual measurement data system. As usual the 

measurement system is divided into the ODP.NET implementation and the PL/SQL 

implementation. 

 

The tests for the empty example table show that the regular row by row insert expectedly had 

the worst performance (see figures 6, 7, 8 and 9). The overhead for each single committed row 

is relatively large. The other methods used in the ODP.NET implementation seemed to perform 

highly similar. The external table and the SQL*Loader solution performed best. Surprisingly 

there were differences between external table and SQL*Loader since external table call 

SQL*Loader  under the hood. Since the external table showed better performance initially with 

fewer input rows and the SQL*Loader  catching up and outperforming the external table as 

input number went up more tests might be necessary to truly know if there is any significant 

difference. 

 

When inserting into a table that contains a large quantity of data from the beginning the 

ODP.NET method’s performance remain intact. The PL/SQL method’s performance decrease 

significantly. This might be due to the bottleneck of the ODP.NET being something else already 

since the performance is that much lower than the PL/SQL methods already. The ODP.NET 

implementations are always going to have overhead since it is at least one more layer of 

abstraction over the PL/SQL implementation and always context switching between the C# 

application and the database. The PL/SQL methods on the other hand might not have the same 

bottleneck as ODP.NET and increasing the number of rows in the table could introduce a new 

bottleneck. 

 

Introducing indexes to the example table further lowers the performance of insertion methods 

which does not use direct path loading. Note that only BulkCopy and SQL*Loader  used direct 

path loading which heavily increases performance since it defers index updating until the 

transaction is committed. When inserting into a table with existing rows and several indexes it is 

preferable to use direct path loading. If this is not possible an alternative solution could be to 

remove the indexes and rebuild them after the insert process is complete. The performance gain 

of this can be hard to determine since it depends on how many rows already existed in the table. 

If the number of rows to be inserted is relatively small rebuilding the indexes might degrade 
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performance instead. Relying on this in a daily process should carefully be analyzed since the 

size of the table might vary much. 

 

When using append on external table performance increases massively, an increase was 

expected but there is an uncertainty on why the increase is so big. Parallel usage also shows that 

performance can be increased further. Not more than parallel setting 2 was tested since the 

virtual machine only had two cores. Note that parallel always use append insertion by default. 

 

When looking at the results of the meter value system it should be noted that each input row 

generates two rows in the database. Each input row generates a row in the Meter Reading table 

and a row in the Meter Value table. The results however show the throughput for each input row 

processed, not the actual insert performance of the database. 

 

The tests on the meter value system using the ODP.NET implementation shows that the row by 

row insert method displays as low performance as in the example table (see figures 14 and 15). 

This is clearly the worst solution to use when inserting any large number of rows. Note that 

associative array did not work for the meter value system and could not be tested because it 

seemed not to be compatible with the multi insert solution used to insert rows into several 

tables.  

 

Array insert however showed a big improvement in performance. Removing the sequence 

number as primary key in the Meter Value and Meter Readings table and using the natural keys 

only showed roughly 30% increase in performance. Removing the sequence number meant that 

the tables had one less index to maintain, but the primary key became more complex. Disabling 

the indexes and foreign keys instead rebuilding them at the end of the transaction increased 

performance further. However, as mentioned earlier this should be used with caution. Prefer to 

use this in combination with partitioning since it can be controlled how many rows there is in 

the table.  

 

Changing methods to BulkCopy also increased performance by almost 50%. An increase was 

expected since BulkCopy uses direct path loading, removing the need to find data blocks to 

insert rows into and managing indexes in an efficient way. 

 

Using array insert we can demonstrate that experimenting with different fetch sizes also can 

have a big impact on performance (see figure 16). A smaller fetch size means that a smaller 

chunk of data is sent for each iteration to the database. Finding the optimal fetch size requires a 

great deal of time and further testing was left out due to time constraints. This test mostly shows 

that this parameter can affect performance and should be modified to a number working 

optimally for the system and process. 

 

The PL/SQL application directly demonstrates that it is superior to the ODP.NET 

implementation (see figures 17 and 18). This is not unexpected considering the results in the 

exampletable. The SQL*Loader showed the best result with the exampletable, even though 

external tables are supposed to use the SQL*Loader engine in the background. The initial tests 

with external tables did not use direct path loading however, using this as well as parallel 

loading showed big improvements. The results are even better the SQL*Loader which might 

seems strange. This could be because of  better automated optimization of SQL*Loader when 

using it through an external table and also external factors such as disk contention when running 

certain tests due to the virtual machine.  
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The remaining tests all used an external table since the performance was deemed to be high 

enough and the usage and maintenance of the external table is far superior to the SQL*Loader 

technique. 

 

Increasing the number of input rows, meter readings, showed that the insert performance scaled 

well. It remained around 20.000 rows per second for input sizes of 100.000, 500.000 and 

1.000.000 (see figures 17, 18, 19 and 20). When using a partitioned Meter Value table the 

performance remained the unchanged, this is not odd since the input data was not scattered but 

focused on a single day meaning that all input would be inserted into the same partition. This is 

deemed to be the absolutely most common case for the system.  

Testing 

The testing part of the system mostly consists of fetching some existing data for each input row 

from the database and using that to run a series of checks on the input. The checks themselves 

are considered simple, basically just a series of if statements in the code comparing if values are 

over or a under a certain threshold. These are described in more detail in the earlier sections in 

this thesis. There has been no thought in benchmarking these or that they would be a 

performance problem. The time shown in the figures for testing is a total for everything, 

fetching the necessary data and performing the checks. The different methods of testing are only 

different ways how to fetch the data. 

 

For the C# application we have four different approaches. As with the insert methods the row by 

row approach is the absolute worst solution.  Any variation that involves trying to retrieve as 

much data as possible from the database in a query outperforms the other options according to 

the results. The “bulk test minimize queries” implementation edges out the other but not by 

much. All of the variations tested in the C# application degrade slightly in performance when 

increasing the number of input rows. They still retain some performance but none scale 

perfectly (see figures 10, 11 and 12). 

 

In the PL/SQL application the testing is the bottleneck initially. The testing for the first variants 

is basically a query against the staging table (containing the input rows) and the meter value 

table. The performance is not great but still around the same as in the C# client. When 

partitioning the meter value table a big improvement is shown, which is not so strange since the 

query can disregard all partitions except two (today’s and yesterday’s data). 

 

When increasing the size of the input data to 500.000 the partitioned solution seems to scale 

pretty well. Performance dropped slightly when increasing the number of meter points in the 

system but handled roughly 10.000 rows per second in the testing phase when the input was 

both 100.000 and 500.000 rows.  

 

Switching out the staging table and using the external table directly degraded performance in 

the testing phase. Updating the staging table however was vastly improved by doing this so the 

total throughput of the application increased. Note that “updating the staging table” became 

insert statements instead of update statements when using the external table instead of the 

staging table in the testing phase. 

 

When applying hints on the external table to indicate to Oracle roughly how many rows there 

were in it the performance increased again to previous level. The drop in performance was 

because of Oracle not generating a good enough execution plan because of lack of knowledge of 

statistics on the external table. 
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This solution scaled well when increasing the input size to 1.000.000 as well. 

Total throughput comparison 

Comparing the total throughput of a couple of different variations of the application it is shown 

that the row by row option with ODP.NET has the worst performance of about 140 rows per 

second. This solution is comparable to the one implemented by Sigma Solutions AB today in 

the production system. Note that all of the test runs compared for total throughput use bulk 

retrieval of data when performing the testing. Using row by row fetching would decrease the 

throughput further. 

 

Utilizing the built in techniques to bulk insert data using ODP.NET the throughput increases by 

a factor of around six, a bit below 1000 rows per second. 

 

The PL/SQL solution increases performance further by roughly 40% to about 1200 rows per 

second. Working more with the process and removing unnecessary steps as using a separate 

table to keep track of the latest meter values needed and applying hints and such to remove 

erroneous assumptions made by the Oracle optimizer  total throughput skyrockets to roughly 

5000 rows per second. This result is about 37 times as large as the first solution using the row 

by row pattern (see figure 21). 

Recommended strategy 
This section contains a brief conclusion on which strategy would possibly be the best solution to 

try to adopt for the production system at Sigma Solutions AB. This strategy is derived from the 

results and discussion above. 

 

Based on the results and discussion above an application implemented in PL/SQL would be 

recommended. As long as the company has experience and competence to build applications in 

PL/SQL this will make it easy to access functionality that is well integrated with the Oracle 

database. This functionality will enable the application to both access and store data in an 

optimal way with minimal overhead. 

 

Use an external table to load data into Oracle from files. This is one of the fastest ways to load 

data into Oracle. It is also almost transparent to usage of a regular heap table and easy to 

maintain. When accessing the data from the external table regular SQL functions can be applied 

to the data to perform formatting or minor fixes to the data at the same time as the data is loaded 

from the file. This might remove an extra loop over the data that otherwise would be needed to 

apply the functions. 

 

Use a materialized view for data that is seldom changed. If the schema has a large amount of 

data in many tables that needs to be accessed from the application it can be wise to prejoin this 

data using a materialized view as too many joins in the query can degrade performance. Another 

option to this is simply to design the schema with a more database warehouse approach. 

Denormalizing certain parts of the schema can achieve the same performance boost without 

having to maintain the materialized view. This can even be done for tables containing data that 

is changed often. Meter readings and meter values are two different tables in Sigma Solution 

AB’s design but could be combined into one table. This would be a more denormalized design 

and could result in certain columns containing null values. This would however result in half as 

many insert executions (1 instead of 2) for each input row which could increase performance.  
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Use aggregation tables for dynamic data in large tables that is accessed in a common and 

predictable manner. Calculating aggregates like sums and average values can be precalculated 

and stored in a separate table (or materialized view). Even partitions of data (like the ten latest 

meter values) that needs to be accessed can be stored in a separate table and updated as needed. 

Using the built in technique of partitioning can also be used instead of or in combination with 

aggregate tables. When using the built in partitioning it is important to have a suitable column 

value to base the partitioning on which can be difficult in some cases where the data access 

pattern is a bit more complex. However, using the built in partitioning is easier to maintain. The 

code to update and maintain aggregate tables can be a source of error. 

 

If partitioning is used a sliding window approach could be favorable. For big tables, consider 

having a cloned table that is used to archive old data. When creating a new partition for the 

original table, move the oldest partition to the archive table. This limits the amount of data in 

the original table and makes performance more predictable. If each partition contains data for 

one day, the original table might contain 7 partitions (one week of data). Every new day the 

oldest partition that contains data from 8 days ago would be archived and a new fresh partition 

for today’s data would be added. 

 

Think about how and when the data is processed. Depending on the requirements from the 

business the developer might have a much flexibility of when and how some things are done. If 

it is enough for data to be loaded into the system in at least 1 hour it might be advantageous to 

bulk process 1 hour worth of data instead of several smaller iterations. If enough meter readings 

are to be loaded and validated, maybe it is unnecessary to retrieve a sub set of the static data and 

dynamic data needed. Retrieving everything (without query parameters) will probably be faster 

if 90% of this data is needed anyway. This means that it could be beneficial to have an 

analyzing step first that can determine how the input data looks and if a different process can be 

used that will be faster. The system maybe can process meter readings that are fresh faster than 

readings that arrive late and need to update existing data. An option can be to exclude these old 

readings in the first run and process these separately with a different method. The method used 

to process data that is fresh might perform badly with old input data. Having a few 

specializations in the program can increase total performance instead of having a single general 

process. 

 

Remove any unnecessary steps in the process. Do several iterations of development of the 

application and always question how to remove certain steps in the process. One example of 

how this was used in the prototype was that a staging table was first used to load the data from 

the external table. Later this was removed and the external table was used directly instead. This 

can both lead to greater performance and less maintenance. 

 

Think of using SQL queries in sets. When executing single SQL queries several times in a loop 

always question why this is. SQL is a set based language and data should be retrieved in sets. 

Minimizing the number of SQL queries is often an excellent way to increase performance and 

scalability. 
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